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ABSTRACT 

            The paper outlines a model founded on statistical mechanics, complexity, and games. It is applied to a 

number of issues; including coalitional behaviour in OPEC, transition economics with reference to 

Russia, and conditions for the emergence of a Natural Gas Vehicle Industry.    

 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most interesting aspects of the scientific study of business strategy is that it is open to an 

interdisciplinary approach. It is eclectic, and therefore freer of the confines of normal science than single 

subject disciplines. A model is presented in this paper, based on the spin glass formulation of statistical 

mechanics. It incorporates ideas from complexity and co-operative game theory. A few applications of the 

fundamental equations in the paper are sketched in the last section: economic transition, the emergence of 

a new industry, and the behaviour of OPEC as a coalition.  

The relationship between complex systems and co-operative games is mapped out in Table 1. Two 

common features stand out, interaction between large numbers of variables, and the possibility of new 

structures or coalitions emerging. Classic approaches to complexity science generally, are Simon (1996), 

and Kauffman (1993, 1995), and Petersson (1996). Anderson Arrow and Pines (1988), Cowan, Pines and 

Metzler (1994), and Waldrop (1992), review interdisciplinary aspects of the subject matter. Marion 

(1999), McKelvey, (1999), and Stacey, (2000, 1995) summarize the potential for application. 

Interdependence is a key strategic aspect of game theory generally (Myerson, 1991; Binmore, 1992). Co-

operative games are especially concerned with the coalition formation (Aumann, 1985). Relationships 

between games and complexity are discussed by Holland (1998, 1995, 1992), Durlauf (1996), and 

Matthews (1998,1999,2000).  
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Some of the first managerial applications of complexity theory were inspired by Maturana and Varela's 

work on autopoiesis, (Maturana and Varela, 1992), a process by which structural change occurs through 

self-renewal (replication, and reproduction). Applications of ideas of self adaptation in organizations are 

summarized in Thietart and Forgues (1995), Lewin, (1992), Levinthal (2000) and Stacey (2000).Goldstein 

(1990; 1994) and Kelly, (1994). develop specific techniques for moving to a state from which self 

adaptation or the emergence of new structures is possible. However, as Dooley (1997) noted no general 

model of the process exists in management literature. The paper describes such a model based on 

statistical mechanics. 

The model developed in the next section has much in common with the spin glass, the origin of current 

applications of statistical mechanics to complex systems. In statistical mechanics, the properties of 

systems can be understood through the statistical behaviour of their constituent particles. The spin glass is 

a confection of positive and negative feed backs occurring as each of the magnetic atoms in the glass tries 

to align its associated magnet with neighbors. Frustration occurs because of conflict and competition 

among the interaction of spins. 

Statistical mechanics deals with large systems in equilibrium: it tells us how to calculate the average 

properties of the many atoms forming a gas (temperature, pressure), rather than the velocities of all the 

individual atoms. The assumption underlying statistical mechanics is that of ergodicity, which is exactly 

the reservation Georgescu-Roegen had about statistical mechanics as illustrated by Boltzman’s thought 

experiment. The statistical view of entropy rests on the hypothesis that a systems trajectory will wander 

aimlessly or ergodically through phase space. Systems, Georgescu maintained just do not trawl through 

all possible arrangements. Georgescu deals with the issue of ergodicity through a reductio ad absurdem 

(Georgescu-Roegen, 1971, pages 153-156). Kauffman (1993) makes a similar point with respect to 

Darwinian selection: “[n]o complex entity that has evolved has done so on a random fitness landscape.” 

(Kauffman 1995). Given the number of possibilities it is just not possible to trawl through them randomly. 

The paper focuses on restrictions placed upon the feasible phase space of organizations by control 

mechanisms contained in inner and outer dynamics. Outer dynamics correspond to interactions between 

an organization and its environment (Darwinian selection) and inner dynamics correspond roughly to self 

organization (or perhaps auto catalysis, autopoesis, or some process captured by a genetic algorithm). 

Control mechanisms internal or external to an organization, formal or informal in nature, are discussed in 

the next section via a game theory formulation (Matthews, 2000).  
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Game theory is concerned with the decisions of interacting sets of agents who are attempting to maximise 

payoffs. Usually when they are applied to strategic issues, games are of the non co-operative variety (for 

example, Camerer et al 1999, Kay; Fudenburg and Tirole 1993). Non co-operative games require 

complete description of rules and preferences, so that the strategies of individual players can be examined 

in detail. Here the looser approach, of co-operative games is adopted, concentrating upon joint actions of 

groups of players, and describing the emergence of coalitions. A game is co-operative if commitments 

(agreements, promises, threats, incentives), are binding and enforceable (Harsanyi, 1966; Moulin, 1988). 

Co-operative games concentrate on possibilities for agreement. 

 

Complex Social Systems 

 

Cooperative Games 

 

• Interdependence and interaction  

• Emergence of new structures  

• Non linearity (increasing returns) 

• Uncertainty and limited information 

• Anticipation and expectations 

• Learning and adaptation 

 

 

• Interdependence and interaction 

• Emergence of coalitions  

• Many possible coalitions 

• Sharing payoffs in coalitions 

• Enforceable agreements with variable 

commitments    

• Importance of information and 

communication 

 

                                                                           TABLE 1 

The reciprocal link between complexity and games is in a sense the heart of this paper. The existence of 

complex adaptive systems creates the potential for positive sum payoffs and emergent behaviour. But 

payoffs remain in potential unless they are realized. The process of realization takes place as a game 

between agents. Broadly speaking, the model expresses realized payoffs as dependent upon two sets of 

factors: potential payoffs determined by a complex of factors on the left hand side of Table 1 and 

decisions about whether or not to form the coalitions necessary for their realization on the right side. One 
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of the novel aspects of the model presented is that it gives reciprocal importance to potential payoffs and 

to decisions. This reciprocal relationship distinguishes the theory here from models that are based either  

1. On networks (or clusters), and focussing only on potential payoffs: Porter (1990) and  evolution and 

heredity (for example, Baum & Singh, 1994; McKelvey, 1982; Csany, 1989; DiMaggio & Powell, 

1983; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981). or  

2. On models (including game theory models) that emphasise decisions or the decision making process 

for example systems theories aiming to show how control mechanisms can maintain systems at some 

desired goal or adjusting to fluctuations or contingencies (Lawrence & Dyer, 1983; Weick, 1979; 

Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967).  

 

THE MODEL 

Observations in the paper apply to all types of organizations, public and private sector, profit and not for 

profit, voluntary or otherwise. It is useful to think of organizations as creating payoffs, defined as 

transferable utilities or economic rent (a surplus of benefits over costs). Payoffs can take monetary or non-

monetary forms; profits, products of exceptional value for money, a cleaner environment with a lower toll 

on health and quality of life, better working conditions, pay, perks and so on. 

Potential payoffs result from interactions between activities i and j, as stand alone activities (i=j) or as 

synergies or complementarities (i > j). Realisation of payoffs depends on the joint decisions by agents or 

stakeholders of i and j. Payoffs aij, remain in potential payoffs unless they are activated by the joint 

actions of decision-makers i and j (i>j). Decisions about co-operation or non co-operation may be 

constrained to all or nothing, or zero- one choices or they may vary continuously (  0,1, or 0    1, 

i,j). Payoffs are mapped into the real number system (RN) as transferable utilities, (aij  RN). The 

dependence between realising payoffs and decisions can be summarised as 

(aij)~ (ij).         (1) 

Realizing payoffs in (1) involves recognizing prospective payoffs (aij) from joint activities and activating 

them by decisions (ij). Realization will also be determined by distribution: distributing payoffs in such a 

way that incentives exist for industries to co-evolve. Recognition of the importance of interdependence, 

and of the potentially limitless size of i and j leads to the notion of complexity. It suggests, naturally, the 
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possibilities of realising payoffs through the formation of coalitions, and the possible NP intractability of 

the ensuing problem.  

As noted above (1) is akin to the spin glass formulation of statistical mechanics. A parallel exists with  

decision making, treating spins as binary decisions in a co-operative game. Often goals are incompatible. 

Some of them have to be renounced, and we feel frustrated. The associated metaphor in management 

might be forming a team of individuals Blue, Orange, Pink, Green and Purple, who vary randomly in their 

attitudes to one another and getting them to cooperate, when Blue and Orange currently oppose one 

another(blue/orangej = 0), but Blue supports Pink (blue/pink, =1)and Pink opposes Purple ((blue/purple= 0), 

Green supports no-one (green/all), Purple supports Blue and Orange(bpurple/blue/orange=1), and so on. As 

different coalitions are formed between them (different micro states) the macro state measured in terms of 

payoffs changes abruptly (phase transitions occur).   

One approach to the problem is that adopted by statistical mechanics is to assume that every configuration 

of spins (or likes and dislikes) is equally possible: the assumption of ergodicity to which Georgescu 

Roegen objected. It means that the probability of a particular coalition arising is governed by the number 

of ways a particular coalition can occur. Thus for any N member set there are 2N possible coalitions. A set 

comprising, for example, of three elements can be partitioned into one empty coalition, three of two 

members, three of one member, and one consisting of all three members, giving eight possible coalitions 

in all, with the probability of a three member coalition being 1/8, and that of two member being 3/8 and 

so on. Similarly in the case of Blue, Orange, Pink, Green and Purple there are 25 possible coalitions, with 

associated probabilities each giving rise to different realized payoffs.   

In the global economy realizing potential payoffs, reaching ever higher peaks, comes by forming 

coalitions in a co-operative game between stakeholders; a complex problem of identifying and mapping 

the terrain, making appropriate decisions, and trying to ascent. There are vast numbers of possibilities. 

The approach taken here is that statistical mechanics, in particular the spin glass formulation provides a 

useful way of presenting the vast number of alternatives open to organizations. In organizations the space 

defined by (1) is restricted by control mechanisms. These include external mechanisms or outer dynamics, 

(decentralized decisions in markets, competitive dynamics) and internal mechanisms or inner dynamics. 

Inner dynamics may be of a formal nature: hierarchies, rules, architectures of one kind or another - 

information, financial, institutional. They may be informal: cultures, traditions, habits, corporate vision 

and values. Agents do not consider all possible moves, all the possible space defined by (1) but confine 
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themselves to a few, that they think will bring them nearer to their goal: they are boundedly rational. In 

the paper a control mechanisms are summarized in the form of co-operative games. Payoffs are defined 

by the following expression 

Z ()  ij[(rij -cij)ij + (bij +bji)ijji]         (2) 

All ij, or ji, > 0  

And  

 Z () = K 

 When ij, and ji = 0                     (3) 

Returning to expression (1) if all ij = 1, then potential payoffs to the coalition are fully realized. If some 

ij, > 0, some of the potential payoffs from co-operation are realized. If all ij, = 0 then equation (3) rules 

and the result depends upon the relative size and sign of K. 

Consider (2). The terms rij are net payoffs accruing to a partner simply as a result of participating in an 

alliance They may be those that arise from picking up skills from the partner and applying them to 

operations unrelated to the alliance. However such benefits may impose costs cij on the other partner, costs 

of transferring such skills or knowledge. Khanna, Gulati and Nohria, (1998) refer to such net payoffs as 

private benefits in contrast to common benefits that correspond to bij (and bji) in (2). 

In (3), K is interpreted as a cost of conflict. If would be partners in a coalition fail to co-operate by behaving 

Hawkishly they may impose costs on one another. Such negative payoffs may range from injury in battle, to 

the breakup of a cartel through firms their agreed output quotas or negative payoffs through engaging in 

predatory advertising at each other’s expense. 

To simplify, the picture we can consider any coalition as a set of binary relations. In this case equations 

(2) and (3) become 

  Z(1221)  (r12 –c12)12 + (r21 – c21)21 + (b12 +b21)1221         (2) 

  When either player 1 or player 2 co-operates  

And  

  Z(1221) = K otherwise                                  (3) 

 

Equations (2) and (3) can also be represented as Table 2 
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  21= 1 (Dove)  21 = 0 (Hawk) 

12 = 1 

(Dove) 

 r21 +b21– c12  

 

r12 +b21– c21 

- c21 

 

r12  

12 = 0 

(Hawk) 

r12 

 

– c21) 

 K 

 

 K 

TABLE 2 

 

Any number of games are possible but to simplify things suppose that payoffs are symmetric. Then the 

payoff matrix can be represented by Table 3. 

 

  21= 1  21 = 0 

12 = 1  

(D,D) 

  

(D,H) 

12 = 0  

(H,D) 

K 

(H,H) 

TABLE 3 

 

They are: 

1. If .> and > h mutual co-operation (12 =1and 21=1) that is (D,D) becomes the mutually dominant 

strategy and the Nash equilibrium for the game. 

2. If .<  and < K , and K> 0 

(a) in a one shot situation  we have a prisoners dilemma game with a Nash equilibrium with neither party 

co-operating (12 =0and 21=0), that is (H,H) 

(b) in a repeated game the possibility of a tit for tat strategy emerges with each player replicating the  

others behaviour: co-operating if the other does and punishing by withdrawing co-operation 

otherwise. 
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3. If .<  and < K , and K< 0 we have a chicken game with three Nash equilibria  

(a) (12 = 1and 21=0) that is (H,D) 

(b) (12 =0and 21=1) that is (D,H) 

(c)  a mixed strategy equilibrium with players alternating their strategy in the ratio /K. The ratio 

represents the size of the net payoffs from mutual co-operation in relation to the cost of conflict. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Applications are merely sketched at this stage. 

Economic transition 

The early stages of the transition process in Russia have been driven by outer dynamics. There are a 

number disturbing aspects of the obsession with outer dynamics. Consider two of them; variability, and 

competition. Natural selection works upon random variations and established capitalist firms have greater 

diversity than firms in a planned economy that have been driven historically by a monolithic state. So the 

risk is that  Russian firms converge upon a marginal position in the development of global capitalism; 

being pushed into a concentration upon natural resources.  The competitive dynamics of the natural 

resource industry are driven by the need to reduce cost (Porter, 1990). Global companies, (BP Amoco, 

Shell, Exxon, for example) are diversifying away from dependence upon natural resources; self adapting 

on the basis of their networks of assets and capabilities. The implication is that resource dependent 

countries should also attempt to do so too. Gains are to be had from creating interdependent activities 

(aij). Realizing such gains depends on the nature of the game and upon co-operative variables (ij and ji)  

 

The emergence of a new industry: NGV 

Pollutants from transport damage health, agriculture and buildings as well as contributing to smog, global 

warming, and acid rain. The problem is to create conditions that discourage it. Natural gas, when used as 

an alternative to petrol or diesel, can reduce pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide, and 

particulates. What are the conditions for the emergence of a transport sector that makes significant use of 

natural gas vehicles (NGV’s). 

Emergence is rather like a jigsaw puzzle, in which the problem is not so much one of making already 

shaped pieces fit, as a task of reshaping, and co-adapting pieces so that they do fit. Natural gas and engine 

technologies need to co-evolve in a number of ways. Both sides of the expression (1) represent large 
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numbers of variables and agents who model each others decision making processes as part of designing 

their strategy. If the NGV industry is to become viable, it must generate sufficient payoffs in three key 

sectors, the industry, government and consumption sectors.  

 

Three key coalitions of stakeholders identified empirically; the supply sector, the consumption sector, and 

the government sector. Fleet managers link to vehicle, engine, and equipment suppliers and investors in 

the supply sector. The consumption sector represents demand for the services of NGV's by retail stores 

and public authorities. The government sector represents the community, and mediates between groups 

through taxation and stabilization policies. Each sector is a coalition of interests made up of sub 

coalitions. Each coalition and many sub coalitions could block the emergence of an NGV industry. In 

social systems, agents operate with bounded rationality, limited information, and powers of calculation. 

They can learn to adapt to their environment and to one another. Agents anticipate each other's actions. 

The clues to realizing potential for emergence in social systems are found in managing information, 

incentives and expectations.  

 

OPEC as a coalition  

The discussion moves to the evolution of the International oil industry, and the emergence of OPEC as a 

coalition. OPEC has the largest oil proven reserves, and the easiest to extract and transport oil. Decision-

makers in OPEC have widened the scope of their objectives beyond arranging quotas, to include the 

growth, and the development of the national industries of its members. Their role in world oil market is to 

manage supply and demand in the short, medium, and long terms, and defend the oil price.   

Two games were identified  (Matthews and Eshhati, 2000). The first, G (1), is a repeated (prisoners 

dilemma) game between OPEC and the Oil Majors, with non-OPEC members. The second game G (2) is 

an evolutionary game between members of the OPEC coalition. We have a chicken game, with an 

evolutionary stable strategy defined around playing hawkishly; breaking the arranged quota around 0.8 of 

the time. Determination of the nature of the game and in particular the components of equation 3 required 

the identification of cardinal utility based payoffs using a Delphi methodology (Eshhati, 2001). 
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